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Usual Content

• Title

• Abstract

• Introduction

• Literature

• Hypotheses (or Propositions or Objectives)

• Methodology

• Findings

• Discussion

• Conclusions



Article Title

• Last thing settle on

• Title should get reader excited about manuscript

• To invite reader into the manuscript

• Should clearly indicate what to expect

• Not too ambiguous

• Should make reader excited by the manuscript

• Good titles have fewest possible words

• Identify main issue



Abstract

• Serves as advertisement

• Three main types
• Indicative (Descriptive)– basic topics

• Informative– more etail of results and discussion

• Structured- follows headings required by journal (e.g., Emerald journals)

• Clear and jargon free

• Would it make reader want to actually read the entire article



Keywords/Phrases

• Used for article indexing

• Helps readers locate article

• Helps editors select appropriate reviewers

• Reflect essential topics

• Careful with abbreviations/acronyms



Introduction

• Focus reader on research question or purpose

• Establish frame of reference

• Identify contribution

• Justification for the research

• Needs to bring reviewer into the mind of author

• If does not, reviewers may misunderstand manuscript



Literature

• May be separate, or imbedded in introduction

• Only most relevant published work need be cited

• Demonstrate gap trying to fill

• Why gap is important



Hypotheses/Propositions

• Development of these critical

• Need solid platform

• Conceptual framework

• Avoid compound hypotheses

• Not too many hypotheses

• Need to be linked to some theory

• Be aware of power of tests if statistical testing



Methodology

• Justify chosen method(s)

• Link back to objectives

• Is the methodology clear to reader?

• Be aware of limitations of method

• Recognise necessary assumptions

• Don’t be afraid to “borrow” methods from other fields

• Multiple methods can sometimes add value



Analysis

• Is analysis clear? Appropriate?

• Different criteria for Quant vs Qual

• Consider methodological pluralism



Findings

• What was found

• Differences between what was found and what is known from 
previous literature

• Do not combine findings and discussion

• Is everything clear?



Discussion

• Demonstrate how filled research objectives in introduction

• Use results to provide meaningful discussion of contribution

• Do not make statements that go beyond what the results can support

• Avoid non-specific terms like low/high, extremely, major, minor, etc. 



Conclusion

• Demonstrate manuscript should be accepted

• Global and specific conclusions in relation to objectives

• Why research is significant and important

• Suggest further research
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